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Abstract. Based on the satellite attitude control method, this paper proposes an attitude control
method based on neural network disturbance compensation. The paper firstly analyzes the neural network algorithm and proposes an orthogonal least squares algorithm to implement network learning. In this paper, a set of high-precision directional neural network compensation
controllers is designed for the attitude control of acupuncture small satellites. The feasibility of
the improved orthogonal least squares algorithm combined with the neural network supplementary control method in satellite attitude control is verified by experiments.
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1. Introduction
It is used for surveying, reconnaissance
and other satellites that require highprecision orientation. The attitude accuracy
will be seriously affected by various disturbances. The traditional methods cannot provide satisfactory control measures, and lack
of adaptive ability and robustness. Modern
aircraft often have strong coupling, fast
time-varying, and nonlinear characteristics.
Traditional modeling and control methods
have been increasingly unable to meet the

needs of controller design. Traditional intelligent control based on expert system has the
"bottleneck" problem of knowledge acquisition; feedback linearization, differential geometry and other methods can only solve
limited nonlinear problems, and lack of universality. Because neural network has the
advantages of parallelism, rapidity, fault tolerance and associative memory when processing information, and has good ability to
approximate nonlinear functions, it has been
widely recognized and extensively studied
by experts and scholars in various fields, and
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has obtained a large number of Research results. The data elaborated by Habibkhan and
Arasi et al. (2017) the orthogonal least
squares algorithm and its improved normative orthogonal least squares algorithm are
proposed for RBF neural networks, which
simplifies the network structure and improves the network learning effect.
However, it is worth noting that most of
the research results are focused on using
neural networks to build inverse models of
systems or directly acting as controllers. Research on modeling disturbances directly
and eliminating the effects of disturbances is
rare. The literature of Steyn et al. (2015) was
studied the neural network compensation
problem of servo system disturbance torque.
In this paper, the satellite attitude control
system is introduced into the neural network
to model the disturbance torque, and then
the dynamic compensation of the disturbance torque is realized according to the full
compensation principle to improve the performance of the satellite attitude control system.
2. Neural network model
2.1. Modeling

of the GM (1,1) model

The prediction method and the traditional
statistical prediction method have many advantages. It does not need to determine
whether the predictor conforms to the normal distribution, does not require large sample statistic, does not need to change the
prediction model at any time according to
the change of the input variable, and generates by accumulating Fan et al. (2015) The
technique establishes a unified differential
equation model, and after cumulative reduction, the prediction result is obtained, and
the differential equation model has higher

prediction accuracy. The essence of establishing the GM (1,1) model is to accumulate
the original data once, so that the generated
series exhibits a certain regularity. By establishing a differential equation model, the fitting curve is obtained to predict the system
by Shaofei (2020).
Time series x(0 ) = (x(0 ) (1), x(0 ) (2),......, x(0 ) (n)) is
used for first-order accumulation to generate
1-AGO:
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2.2. GM (1,1) model

(4)

(5)

residuals and relative

residuals
Set the original discrete non-negative column X (0) :
X (0 ) =  x(0 ) (1) , x(0 ) ( 2 ) , x(0 ) ( 3 ) ,..., x(0 ) ( n ) (6)
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Sequence X̂ ( 0) is the fitted sequence after
solving the GM (1,1) model:
Xˆ (0 ) =  xˆ (0 ) (1) , xˆ (0 ) ( 2 ) , xˆ (0 ) ( 3 ) ,..., xˆ (0 ) ( n ) (7)
Residual number  ( 0) :
(8)
 (0 ) = x(0 ) (1) -xˆ (0 ) (1) ,..., x(0 ) ( n ) -xˆ (0 ) ( n )
The relative residual sequence Δ is expressed as:
  (1)
 (2)
 ( n) 
=  (0 )
, (0 )
,..., (0 )

x ( n ) 
 x (1) x ( 2 )

2.3. Neural

(9)

The neural network mainly passes through
a three-layer BP neural network: with deviation and at least one S-type hidden layer plus
a linear output layer can approximate the
characteristics of any rational function,
through training to make the neural network
to simulate the sequence data between and
between the sequence’s relationship. Suppose there are m interrelated series, and each
series has n data as that elaborated by Wang
et al. (2015).

network combination model

The neural network model is a complete
fusion of the method and the neural network,
so the model has both the advantages of the
system and the neural network. The modeling idea of the neural network is: firstly, the
GM(1,1) model is established for each of the
plurality of series, and a series of predicted
values of the original sequence data can be
obtained, and the predicted values may have
a certain deviation from the original data,
and this is more There is also a certain correlation between the original sequences, and
this relationship is not very clear. The deviation between these predicted values and actual values and the relationship between the
sequences can be integrated into the neural
network model. The predicted value formed
by GM (1,1) is used as the input sample of
the neural network, and the actual value is
used as the nerve. The output samples of the
network, taking a certain structure, and then
training the network, can obtain a series of
weights and thresholds corresponding to the
corresponding nodes. The predicted values
of the GM (1,1) models for the next time or
multiple times are used as the input of the
neural network, and the corresponding output is obtained as the final predicted value at
the next time or multiple times (Shirazi et al.
(2016).

Fig. 1. The basic principle of neural network
algorithm.
3. Orthogonal least squares algorithm
3.1. Proposal

of the problem

RBF network learning algorithm There are
four parameters to be learned in the RBF
network, namely the number of hidden layer
nodes, the center of the basis function, the
width of the basis function, and the connection weight of the network hidden layer to
the output layer. However, the influence of
the form of the nonlinear function and the
width of the basis function used in the RBF
network on the network performance is not
critical. The key factor is the selection of the
center of the basis function. The performance of the RBF network constructed by
the center is not optimal. Satisfied. The
shape pattern recognition model is estab-
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lished by orthogonal least squares algorithm.
The orthogonal least squares algorithm is
currently a method for training RBF networks. This method is simple and easy to
operate.
3.2. Solving

the problem

The optimal number of neurons in the
hidden layer of the network and the center of
the hidden layer basis function can be determined by the orthogonal optimization
method. Finally, the connection weight of
the network hidden layer to the output layer
is obtained by the linear optimization algorithm. We use the orthogonal least squares
algorithm to train the RBF network. We start
to analyze the algorithm below. Let the
number of network learning samples be N,
and the learning sample input and output be
{D(k ), Y (k )}kN−1 and D(k ) = [d1 (k ), d 2 (k ),..., d ni (k )] .
The number of initial neurons in the network
hidden layer is selected as N, and the center
of the hidden layer basis function is selected
from the learning samples.
The expected output of the RBF network
can be expressed by (10):
(10)
Y = P + E
Among them:
Y = [ y1 , y2 ,..., yno ]
yi = [ yi (1), yi (2),..., yi ( N )]T
P = [ p1 , p2 ,..., pN ]
pi = [ pi (1), pi (2),..., pi ( N )]T , 1  i  N

 = [1 , 2 ,..., n 0 ], i = [1i , 2i ,..., Ni ] ,1  i  n0
T

E = [e1 , e2 ,..., en 0 ], ei = [ei (1), ei (2),..., ei ( N )]T ,1  i  n0

(11)
P is the hidden layer output matrix,  is
the connection weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer, and E is the
error matrix between the expected output of
the network and the actual output.
The RBF network can be regarded as a
special case of the linear regression model

(10), and the regression amount pi constitutes a set of base vectors. Since the width of
the basis function has little effect on the
network performance, we assume that the
width of the basis function is constant, so
that the center of a basis function corresponds to a regression amount pi . Therefore,
how to select the center of the RBF network
hidden layer basis function from the input
samples the problem is transformed into the
problem of selecting important regressions
from the set of regression quantities. Regression is usually related, so it is impossible to determine the contribution of each regression quantity to the expected output energy. It is possible to transform the pi set
into an orthogonal set by the OLS method,
and then select those important regression
quantities to determine the network has the
best number of hidden layer nodes and the
center of the hidden layer basis function.
This was elaborated by Li et al. (2015).
The regression matrix P can be decomposed into
(12)
P = WA
Where W is an N × N orthogonal matrix,
W = [ w1 , w2 ,..., wN ] , and W TW = H , A is an N×N
upper triangular matrix with a diagonal of 1.
1 12 13
0 1 
23

A=


0

1N 
 2 N 



 N −1N 
1 

1
0
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So, equation (10) can be written as
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g1n 0 
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are satisfied again.




A = G

(17)
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From the above formula,
solved.

)



can be easily

Fig. 3. Attitude simulation system structure.
4.1. Coordinate

Fig. 2. Orthogonal least squares algorithm.
4. Mathematical model and simulation of
satellite attitude control system
As shown in Fig. 1, the satellite attitude
control system includes satellite attitude dynamics, kinematics, control module, and the
actuator use a three-axis magnetic torque
device, and thus includes a geomagnetic
field model and a magnetic torque model.
The control system obtains the attitude information directly from the attitude kinematics module.

system

The attitude calculation of the satellite
needs to involve a certain coordinate system.
The coordinate system used in this model is
the inertial coordinate system, the second
orbital coordinate system and the satellite
body coordinate system. The origins of the
three coordinate systems are all at the geometric center of the satellite. The three axes
of the inertial coordinate system point to a
fixed direction (for example, the initial direction) of the space; the z-axis of the second orbital coordinate system points to the
center of the earth, the x-axis is perpendicular to the z-axis, and the right-hand rule is
along the direction of the satellite speed and
the direction of the y-axis. According to
Qishou et al. (2018), it is determined that the
satellite ontology coordinate system coincides with the second orbital coordinate system in the initial state, and moves with the
satellite body after the simulation starts, that
is, it is fixed on the satellite.

Fig. 4. Orbital coordinate system.
4.2. Satellite

attitude kinematics equation

Considering that the satellite may have a
large attitude change, the attitude quaternion
is used to describe the attitude of the satellite.




ob = ib − 0 ( 0 is the satellite orbital angular
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velocity, ob is the projection of the angular
velocity of the satellite relative to the orbital
coordinate system in the ontology coordinate system, and bx ,by ,bz below is its
component).
 dq0

 dq1
 dq
 2
 dq
 3

dt   0
 
dt   bx
=
dt   by
 
dt   bz

− bx
0

− by

− bz

0

by

− bx

bz

− bz  q0 
 
− by  q1 
bx  q2 
 
0  q3 

(18)
4.3. Satellite

attitude data solution

Numerical integration has a large error
over a long period of time, so the following
Euler method is chosen.
u  = f (t , u, v), u (t 0 ) = u0
(19)
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way, then, f = J −1  (T − ib  J  ib ) , (torque
T is also a variable related to the attitude of
the satellite.)
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4.4. Magnetic torque model

The magnetic torque device uses the interaction between its own magnetic moment
and the geomagnetic field to generate a
moment acting on the star. Ignore other external magnetic fields that are unexpected in
the geomagnetic
field, then T is:
  
(21)
T = M B

M is the magnetic moment vector of the

magnetic moment, and B is the magnetic
flux density vector (magnetic field strength)
of the geomagnetic field.

The hollow magnetic moment device was
selected as the modeling object in the modeling, which is mainly to simplify the model.
Its magnetic moment size M :

M = ANI

(22)

A is the coil area, N is the number of turns
of the coil, and I is the coil current. The direction of the magnetic moment is determined by the direction in which the magnetic torque device is mounted by Mehrjardi et
al. (2015). If a three-axis magnetic torque
device is installed, the size of each component is determined by equation (22).
Table 1
Gaussian coefficient of IGRF2005 model
N M

g nm ( T  10 −9 )

hnm ( T  10 −9 )

g nm ( T  10 −9 / y )

hnm ( T  10 −9 / y )

1 0

29556.
8
1671.8
2340.5
3047.0
1656.9
1335.7
2305.3
1246.8
674.4

0.0

8.8

0.0

5080.0

10.8

-21.3

0.0

-15.0

0.0

-2594.9
-516.7
0.0
-200.4

-6.9
-1.0
-0.3
-3.1

-23.3
-14.0
0.0
5.4

269.3
-0.9
-524.5
-6.8
Table 2

-6.5
-2.0

1 1
2 0
2
2
3
3

1
2
0
1

3 2
3 3

Gaussian coefficient of WMM2005 model
N M

g nm ( T  10 −9 )

hnm ( T  10 −9 )

g nm ( T  10 −9 / y )

hnm ( T  10 −9 / y )

1 0

29556.
8
1671.7
2340.6

0.0

8.0

0.0

5079.8

10.6

-20.9

0.0

-15.1

0.0

1 1
2 0
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2
2
3
3

1
2
0
1

3 2
3 3

3046.9
1657.0
1335.4
2305.1
1246.7
674.4

-2594.7
-516.7
0.0
-199.9

-7.8
-0.8
0.4
-2.6

-23.2
-14.6
0.0
5.0

269.3
-524.5

-1.2
-6.8

-7.0
-2.0

4.5. Mathematical

simulation results

The entire attitude control system was
built in MATLAB/ Simulink as described
above. Satellite can make a quality characteristic
parameters
like
this:
.
Control
J x = 16.0663, J y = 16.0368, J z = 0.1461

Fig. 6. Satellite attitude simulation pointing
knowledge.

law parameter: K=2. Magnetic torque device
parameters: select A=0.005, N=100, I is
simplified to be proportional to the input
voltage, take R=50 initial condition setting:
initial angular velocity: 0.086 rad/s (each
angular velocity is 0.05 rad/s); initial The
three Euler angles are all 0 degrees; the simulation time is 20,000 seconds shown by
Shaofei et al. (2019).
Fig. 7. Satellite attitude simulation stability.
Assuming that the sum of the other various
disturbances
is
−4
o
,
the
system
Tdy = 5  10 cos ( 2 t + 0.5 ) + 1 N m
is mathematically simulated with and without compensation. The results are shown in
Figure 7. The ordinates of the upper and
lower figures are the satellite angle  y and

Fig. 5. Satellite attitude simulation accuracy.

the angular velocity  y , respectively, and the
abscissa is time t as shown in Shaofei et al.
(2019). Among them, the right picture
shows the end of the simulation curve. It can
be seen that the response speed of the system after the neural network disturbance
compensation is significantly improved, and
the steady-state error of the system is significantly reduced by Giri et al. (2017).
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5. Conclusion
This paper proposes an improved ROLS
learning algorithm for RBF networks. Based
on the algorithm, the neural network model
of disturbance torque is established by using
RBF network, and then the disturbance control neural network compensation control
scheme of satellite attitude control system is
designed. The mathematical simulation results show that the improved learning algorithm can effectively establish the RBF network model of the disturbance torque, and
the proposed control scheme can improve
the attitude control accuracy.
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